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The next step in
ripening
Softripe, a new fruit ripening system
from Germany�s Frigotec, is said to offer
greater consistency and control
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Through contacts in the Brazilian market,
Frigotec entered into a cooperation to
investigate new ripening technology, and
following tests and an application for a

According to Frigotec, the first major order
came from Landgard, which is looking to
build a new ripening centre in the Hamburg
area, and further projects are in the
pipeline.

worldwide patent, opted to develop this
technology for global use. To prove that
the system

be stored for days at the touch of a button
at their existing colour and degree of
ripeness.
“As the banana is not over-ripened, but
rather its current biological needs are

Managing director Roland Wirth explains
that, so far, the industry has
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